Description of quantum states using in free space optic communication
INTRODUCTION
Quantum information theory is the integration of quantum theory into classical information theory. The most dramatic applications of quantum information theory are used in new technologies like ultimate safe cryptography (an uncertainty of the overlap between two different basis is used) and quantum computers. These technologies are based on the quantity called quantum information which is quite different from the information in classical sense.
In the article we are interested in quantum optical communication. Hence the information is carried with using photons (generally with states of systems). In the communication structure there are two the most important phases. The first phase is the quantum state preparation (this phase is represented by light sources). The second phase, analogous to the first one, is the measuring process (light detector).
Firstly we mention about some notation used in quantum mechanics. A quantum system is whatever admits a closed dynamical description within quantum theory. A state (or quantum signal) is characterized by the probabilities of the various outcomes of every conceivable test. Mathematically the states of systems are represented by vectors and every physical process is completely determined by particular matrix. To specify the matrix, first there must be chosen a basis (roughly speaking basis states are states which are absolutely different). Thus matrix can be expressed in various forms depending on the choice of a basis. Quantum systems can manipulate two types of states. Pure states are represented by vectors in Hilbert space and mixed states are the statistical mixture of pure states. Both type of states can by completely described by density matrices.
SINGLE PHOTON SOURCE
If the wave function of a photon can be factorized than one can write ,
(1) where
. ,
Hence the components of tensor product (1) describe separately polarization, position and momentum of a photon. Note that it is not always necessary consider all degrees of freedom. According to the superposition principle one can Eq. (1) rewrite into the form 
One can see that coefficient b is obtained by measuring of the observable y . In the similar way the coefficients c a , are obtained.
ENTEGLEMENT
The concept of information entanglement is widely used in quantum cryptography and quantum teleportation. 
If these systems do not interact with each other, one can write for their joint state .
On the other hand according to the superposition principle we have . 
COHERENT SOURCE
If a light source emits a huge number of photons, the whole system of these particles can be written by using a Fock space. The advantage of this notation is that the number of particles need not be specified. In particular if n is the number of photons in state then the normalized basis states in Fock Space are
where 0 denotes the normalized state in which no particle are presented and a denotes the creation operator (when a is acted on 0 then in the outcome state there is one particle in the state ).
We now assume laser radiation. 
BACKGROUND RADIATION
In free space optics background radiation play an important role. Background radiation can be seen as a special type of light source. The number of irrelevant degrees of freedom depends on measuring device. If photodiode is used as a measuring apparatus then the measurement is performed in basis n . Hence to completely specify background radiation source one must expressed the density matrix in the number states representation. Hence next task is to find the following matrix elements The remaining matrix elements can by obtained by using the following consideration. The statement that photodiode registers exactly n photons means that events 1 ..., , 2 , 1 , 0 n n do not occur. In the other words diagonal elements of are equivalent to the question: how many independent attempts is needed to do until an event n occurs. A sequence of these independent attempts is called Bernoulli sequence.
Hence one can guess that the finding probability distribution is Negative binomial distribution given by following formula
